Parliamentary Government in England
The real problem that it raises is set by the fact that
continuity of policy may not be normal, that the possi-
bility of crisis cannot be ruled out of account. There
comes here into view that delicate range of problems
which centre around the theory crystallized by Professor
Keith in the phrase that the King is, especially nowadays,
uthe guardian of the Constitution/' "The Crown remains
in fact/' he writes, "an authority charged with the final
duty of preserving the essentials of the Constitution, The
passing of the Parliament Act, 1911, has weakened
enormously the potency of resistance to change of the
Lords; it has only enhanced the importance thus left to
the action in emergency of the King/'1
"Guardian of the Constitution** is a noble-sounding
phrase; we must be sure that we are fully seised of all the
implications it involves. In an emergency, it appears, the
King may refuse to act upon the advice of his ministers
whenever, in his judgment, what they propose ignores
the "essentials of the Constitution/' Professor Keith
does not tell us in detail what those "essentials" are; but
we can perhaps gather something of the attitude from the
illustrations he provides. If, he argues, the Labour Party
were to attempt drastic economic changes which were
resisted by the House of Lords, only an "overwhelming*'
support of the electorate for its projects would justify the
King in disregarding "the deliberate settlement which
has accorded to the Upper House a power of delay/* The
King could, on this view, do two things. He could,
clearly, refuse to create enough peers to override the
veto of the Lords, thus compelling a Labour Government
either £0 wait two years for its measures, or to submit to
a general election; x>r he could enforce a penal dissolution
* Op. dt.t p. 183. The whole of this important section (Chapter VIII) ihould
be read.
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